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    Shop & Sustain: Make a better tomorrow 
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		Free delivery on all orders over £70
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		RETURN GUARANTEE Within 14 days
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		10+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE Since 2009
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    Pay in 3 with Klarna

    


   
    

      
        

        Add item(s) to your cart

        

      


      
        

        Go to checkout and choose [image: ]
        

        

      


      
        

        Enter your debit or credit card information

        

      

      
      
        

        Pay later in 3 instalments. The first payment is taken when the order is processed and the remaining 2 are automatically taken every 30 days.


        

      

      
    

    Close
     Klarna's Pay in 3 / Pay in 30 days are unregulated credit agreements. Borrowing more than you can afford or paying late may negatively impact your financial status and ability to obtain credit. 18+, UK residents only. Subject to status. 
      Ts&Cs and late fees apply.
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                    Floor Pad 
      
      Black
        
      
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad 
      
      Blue
        
      
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad 
      
      Red
        
      
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad 
      
      White
        
      
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Floor Pad 
      
      Purple
        
      
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Set / Black
        
      
      
                    +£29.99

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Set / White
        
      
      
                    +£29.99

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Set / Red
        
      
      
                    +£29.99

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Set / Blue
        
      
      
                    +£29.99

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / Black
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / White
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / Red
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
      
      Headrest / Blue
        
      
      
                    +£15.00

                    
                       
                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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                    Memory Foam Cushion Set 
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                      Upgrade your comfort and support your posture with the GT Omega Memory Foam Cushion Set. 

Special care went into selecting premium materials for this luxury cushion set. An incredibly soft velour material carefully wraps around the supportive memory core foam delivering an unbeatable sitting experience.

The shape of these memory foam cushions is contoured to the human body to provide optimal ergonomic support for long hours in your chair. Exceptional adjustability allows you to place your support EXACTLY where you need it.

The perfect complement to your GT Omega Gaming Chair or Racing Seat.

Cushions are available as a set or individually as a Lumbar cushion or Headrest cushion.
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      XL PU Caster Wheels
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                    XL PU Caster Wheels
      
                    +£19.95

                    
                      
                      Quick and easy to install, these Extra-large Caster Wheels let you sit higher and better than ever before. The PU rubber coating is durable and friendly to most surfaces.
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                    Floor Pad Black
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                    Floor Pad Blue
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                    Floor Pad Red
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.

                      120cm x 95cm
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      Floor Pad White
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                    Floor Pad White
      
                    +£29.95

                    
                       
                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                    Floor Pad Purple
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                      Ideal for protecting laminate and wood flooring alike, This incredible floor is incredibly durable and water repellent, yet soft to the touch with an industry leading 5mm thick cushioning. 

                       Designed to last for years of daily use, the GT Omega Floor Pad features embroidered anti-fray edges and a dual-purpose non-slip rubber backing which protects your floors and stops the mat from slipping or sliding.
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Black
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Red
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / Blue
      
                    +£24.95

                    
                       
                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats XXL / White
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Black
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Blue
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / White
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                      Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is a leading choice for gamers and creators alike. Making the most of state-of-the-art materials, our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. A perfect upgrade for any gaming set up!
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                    Mouse Mats M / Purple
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Developed with the ever-increasing demands of gamers around the world in mind, our best-selling desk mat is the leading choice for gamers across the world. Making the most of our state-of-the-art materials, our mouse mat gives you the optimal surface to perfect your game.

 

Our cloth surface gives you the perfect combination of speed and control. All our mouse mats feature stitched edges, which prevents the mouse pad from fraying. Our Mouse mats are also machine washable to make it easy for you to take care of

Available in two sizes and four different coloured trims to fit your setup perfectly. 
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           Description
            
  


          
          
            
               
               Game longer, work harder and sit better than ever before with our PRO Series gaming chair.  Our classically designed PRO Series was the first addition to our ever-increasing gaming chair family and has proved to be one of the most popular and well-known chairs on the market today.

Offering the utmost in luxurious comfort and style, our PRO Series focuses on exceptional ergonomics and is designed to be comfortable and easy to use.

All the GT Omega Gaming chairs include a height-adjustable mechanism, side recliners, 4D arm rests, and removable lumbar and neck support cushions. This provides maximum customisation options to ensure you get the perfect seating position you deserve. As well as this, the PRO Series gaming chair is available in numerous colours and a soft fabric material for those who prefer a fabric gaming chair.

 Special Editions:

Fusing a truly heroic design with incredible build quality, we have brought a small part of the My Hero Academia world to life. The officially licensed My Hero Academia Gaming chairs offer comfort and support of heroic proportions. Whether you’re a Deku, Bakugo or Todoroki fan we have the perfect gaming chair for you!

-

In partnership with The Sidemen we have created a unique and incredible Sidemen branded chair. The same gaming chair used by KSI and the rest of the Sidemen has been incredibly popular since its first release. The perfect way to show your support for the Sidemen and bring your gaming set up to the next level1


Read more...

          

        
      
       
     
           Key Features
            
  


          
          
            
               	State of the Art Ergonomic Design
	Signature Reinforced PVC Leather
	Comfortable cold moulded foam interior
	Sturdy Framework
	Full Height control
	Rocking function
	Can be fully reclined



            

          
 
     
       
      

  
  
   Dimension
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[image: Full GT Omega Pro Series gaming chair collection]







[image: Gaming chair reclining mechanism]



CHAIR RECLINE


Enjoy incredible, ergonomic support while you relax. Our comfortable backrests recline almost fully to allow you to find the perfect position for any task.













FULL TILT LOCKING MECHANISM


The tilt control mechanism gives you control over the suspension of the chair. The mechanism can be locked when sitting upright or unlocked to allow for gentle rocking giving you the optimum comfort every time you sit down.




[image: Gaming chair rocking mechanism with tension knob and lock]









[image: Gaming chair 4D adjustable arm rests]



FOUR DIRECTIONAL ARMRESTS


Offering unmatched adjustability, our 4D armrests are designed to give you the support you deserve. Strong and sturdy with a premium PU coating our armrests will give you long lasting comfort. 













FRAMEWORK


Our steel framework is carefully designed to give you maximum comfort and ergonomic support while you sit. The 2MM thick steel tubing is thicker and stronger than the industry standard.




[image: Gaming Chair internal view, sturdy steel frame and cold molded foam cushioning]









[image: Gaming Chair 2mm thick steel tubing with cold molded foam cushioning and reinforced PVC leather material]



SIGNATURE REINFORCED PVC LEATHER


Featuring our signature Reinforced PVC leather and high grade cold moulded foam no expense is spared in ensuring our chairs are as comfortable and long–lasting as possible.













FIVE STAR ALUMINIUM BASE


Our five star aluminium star base provides impeccable stability and strength. Created with a special aluminium mix it’s resistant to corrosion and rust of any kind.




[image: 5 point starbase for gaming and office chairs]









[image: Class 4 hydraulic piston for gaming and office chairs]



CLASS 4 HYDRAULIC PISTONS


The Class 4 Hydraulic Piston is the best in its class for safety, stability and consistency.













HEAD PILLOW & LUMBAR SUPPORT CUSHIONS


All our chairs are packaged with head pillows and lumbar support cushions. They are specially designed to provide contoured padding which shapes perfectly to support the arch of your back and can be placed exactly where you need them.




[image: PVC Leather headrest and lumbar support cushions for GT Omega gaming chairs]









[image: PU dual wheel Casters for gaming and office chairs]



CASTER WHEELS


Your chair can glide across the floor with minimal effort with our PU caster wheels. Built to be practical and durable for years of use.
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  Sign up to GT Omega News

  
    Sign up to GT Omega News
    
  


  


  
    
      
        
Keep up to date with news, surveys and exclusive offers by signing up to our mailing list.
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    Pay 3 instalments

    Pay in 3 interest-free instalments so you can spread the cost.

    

      
        

        Add item(s) to your cart

        

      


      
        

        Go to checkout and choose [image: ]
        

        

      


      
        

        Enter your debit or credit card information

        

      

      
      
        

        Pay later in 3 instalments. The first payment is taken when the order is confirmed and the remaining 2 are automatically taken every 30 days.
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          Your are successfully subscribed for email notifications.
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          Notify me when available 

          We will send you a notification as soon as this product is available again.

          
            
               

            
              
                 Do you want to get recurring notifications? 
            

            
              Your email is required
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            We don't share your email with anybody
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